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Q1  Answer the following questions: multiple type or dash fill up type (2 x 10) 

 a) A _________ is a special member function used to initialize the data 
members of a class. 

 

 b) What is the output of the following code: 
#include<iostream> 
 using namespace std;    
 class Test 
{ 
  static int i; 
  int j; 
}; 
int Test::i; 
int main() 
{ 
    cout << sizeof(Test); 
    return 0; 
} 

 

 c) What is dynamic initialization of a variable?  
 d) How many instances of an abstract class canbcan be created? 

1       b)  5         c) 13              d) 0 
 

 e) Write the output: 
#include<iostream> 
 using namespace std; 
class Base1 { 
 public: 
     Base1() 
     { cout << " Base1's constructor called" << endl;  } 
}; 
class Base2 { 
 public: 
     Base2() 
     { cout << "Base2's constructor called" << endl;  } 
}; 
class Derived: public Base1, public Base2 { 
   public: 
     Derived() 
     {  cout << "Derived's constructor called" << endl;  } 
}; 
 int main() 
{ 
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   Derived d; 
   return 0; 
} 

 f) The process of converting one data type to another type is called -------.  
 g) A ____ operator is called as de-referencing operator.  
 h) Why reference is not same asa pointer? 

A reference can never be null. 
A reference once established cannot be changed. 
Reference doesn’t need an explicit dereferencing mechanism. 
All of the above. 

 

 i) In C++ a keyword cannot be used as ________.  
 j) ________ are blue prints of a function that can be applied to different data 

types. 
 

    
Q2  Answer the following questions: Short answer type (2 x 10) 

 a) Differentiate between structures and unions.  
 b) Define the different access specifiers with example.  
 c) Define encapsulation and abstraction?  
 d) Objects can be passed as argument in parameterized constructor. State true 

or false and justify. 
 

 e) What is polymorphism? How it is supported by C++?  
 f) What is dynamic binding? Give example.  
 g) Why objects are passed as argument in friend function?  
 h) What are the different modes of inheritance?  
 i) List the operators that cannot be overloaded using friend function.  
 j) What is a function template and class template?   
    

Q3 a) Write a C++ program to convert temperature in Fahrenheit to Celsius and 
vice-versa. Use constructor for initialization. 

(10) 

 b) What is an ambiguity in single inheritance? How do we resolve it? (5) 
    

Q4 a) Create two classes DM and DB which store the value of distances. DM stores 
distances in meters and centimeters and DB in feet and inches. Write a 
program that can read values for class objects and add one object of DM with 
another object of DB using friend function. 

(10) 

 b) What do you understand by exceptions in a C++ program? With an example 
explain how exceptions are handled in a C++ program. 

(5) 

    
Q5 a) Write a C++ program for subtracting two complex number using friend 

function and display the output in proper format. 
(10) 

 b) Discuss different types of constructors with example. (5) 
    

Q6 a) Write a program to find the area of a circle, triangle and rectangle using pure 
virtual function. 

(10) 

 b) Write a program to overload the binary addition operator for concatenating 
two strings. 

(5) 

    
Q7 a) Write a program to define an array using new operator. Display the sum and 

average of the elements of array. Delete the array using delete operator. 
(10) 

 b) Define different manipulators used in C++ with example. (5) 
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Q8 a) Consider an example of a Banking System. Design a class call Bank that has 
datamembers such as those representing account number, name, A/C type, 
branch,Balance Amount, etc. Derive a ’Deposit’ class from Bank for 
Depositing theamount into that account and to maintain the balance. Also, 
derive a ‘Withdrawal’class from bank for withdrawing the amount from, that 
account and to maintainthe balance. Now, derive a ‘statement’ class from 
both deposit and Withdrawal to print the complete bank statement of the 
specific account holder with all transactions. Write an interactive program for 
N Customers using appropriateinheritance mechanism. 

(10) 

 b) Write a function template to sort an array of 10 elements using bubble sort 
technique. 

(5) 

    
Q9 a) Write Short notes on : 

Inline function 
Virtual base class 

(10) 

 b) Write a C++ program to create a stack data structure using class. Add 
themember functions to perform the following functions: 
a. Insert an element in stack 
b. Delete an element in stack 

(5) 
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